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In Season Training For Soccer
Science and Soccer 2nd edition offers a comprehensive and accessible analysis of the
science behind the world's most popular sport, and important guidance on how science
translates into practice.
"The Ultimate Guide to Weight Training for Soccer" is the most comprehensive and upto-date soccer-specific training guide in the world today. It contains descriptions and
photographs of nearly 100 of the most effective weight training, flexibility, and
abdominal exercises used by athletes worldwide. This book features year round soccerspecific weight training programs guaranteed to improve your performance and get you
results. No other soccer book to date has been so well designed, so easy to use, and
so committed to weight training. This book contains the type of training needed to
overwhelm the opposing team with speed, stamina, and overall strength. By following
this program, you will have the energy and power to move past and outmuscle your
opponent which guarantees soccer players of all skill levels better results when fighting
for position, running the field, and scoring goals. Both beginners and advanced athletes
and weight trainers can follow this book and utilize its programs. From recreational to
professional, thousands of athletes all over the world are already benefiting from this
book and its techniques, and now you can too!
In this Part 1 we analyse the Distance and Intensity of Running, Physiological Demands
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of Football and Injuries and Prevention Techniques. We then present Speed & Agility
Training Drills, Warm Up Drills & Injury Prevention, Strength and Conditioning
Exercises. The 2nd book in this set focuses on Periodization, Seasonal Training &
Small Sided Games
Contains ninety-three practice drills and exercises designed to help children develop
the stamina and skills needed to play soccer.
This book will provide an excellent way to help with soccer fitness for players and
coaches. The book will look at fitness for soccer and consider how this reflects and
differs from general fitness. It will offer examples of ways in which players can enhance
their endurance for playing soccer.
A complete guide to developing every aspect of conditioning for soccer players.
Europe's top soccer conditioning experts contributed the following chapters: Soccer
Strength Training, Soccer Specific Endurance Training, Speed Training for Soccer, PreSeason Conditioning, Goalkeeper Training, Fitness Testing and Injury Prevention.
What happens in the body when playing soccer? How much does a player work during
a match? How do players cope with the physical requirements? How should players
train and prepare for a match? This book provides answers to questions like these
based on scientific results combined with practical experience. In a simple way it gives
the reader an understanding of the principles of fitness training in soccer and how to
perform the training in practice.
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When it comes to building successful soccer teams, pre-season is a critical time. It's the
perfect time for the coach to create a team identity, set standards, develop effective
training habits, and reinforce winning behaviors. Get it right and you can set the
foundation required to catapult your team towards an excellent season. Get it wrong,
however, and your season might never recover.This book looks at how pre-season has
changed over the past 10 years, and offers ways for coaches to adapt their work and
methods to deal with these changes accordingly. Pre-season is about much more than
fitness testing, long-distance running, and grueling physical work. "The Modern Soccer
Coach - Pre-Season Training" looks at new, innovative ways to engage players so that
they want to train at the maximum every day, and push towards new limits for the new
season ahead.Aimed at soccer coaches of all levels who work with players of all age
groups, this book focuses on maximizing every minute you have with your team to help
them prepare to set the highest of standards for the season ahead. The book offers a
unique insight into how the best coaches in the world are preparing their teams from
day one.With over 60 training exercises designed specifically to challenge your players
to their maximum physically, technically, tactically, and mentally, this is pre-season
training like you have never seen it before.> Design a tactical model that suits your
team specifically> Create a winning culture centered around hard work and
commitment> Understand common coaching mistakes and how to avoid them>
Develop training exercises designed to meet the demands of the game> Learn how to
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coach players who do not prepare well> Contains more than 60 pre-season training
exercises
Muscle tears are one of the most common pathologies in sport and one of the most frequent
causes of sport activity suspension. The purpose of this book is to review the state of the art of
the actual knowledge on muscle tears in athletes, in particular for what concern the biology of
muscle healing, the conservative and surgical treatments and the preventive aspects.
Therefore, this textbook can be a valid tool for all Sport Medicine practitioners such as
physicians, physiotherapists and fitness coaches.
Goes beyond conditioning and Xs and Os to reveal an overlooked yet crucial part of playing
sound soccerthe mental game. The book introduces numerous concepts, including mental
mechanics, performance barriers, expanding player capacities, mechanical breakdowns,
automaticity of performing, and mental-skills training strategies. Dr. Mike Voight takes the most
current research in sport science, sport psychology, motor development, and exercise
physiology, and distills it into easy-to-understand and apply language that can be used by
coaches at any age and skill level.
Learn how to train for maximum gains with Periodization: Theory and Methodology of Training.
Guided by the expertise of Tudor O. Bompa, the pioneer of periodization training, and leading
periodization researcher G. Gregory Haff, you’ll learn how to vary the intensity and volume of
training to optimize the body’s ability to recover and rebuild—resulting in better performance
and less risk of injury. Translated into nine languages, Periodization: Theory and Methodology
of Training has become one of the major resources on periodization for sport scientists,
coaches, and athletes throughout the world. Since the introduction of this groundbreaking
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training theory by Tudor O. Bompa in 1963, periodization has become the basis of every
serious athlete’s training. Now in its fifth edition, Bompa’s classic text combines the concepts
central to periodization and training theory with contemporary advances in sport science,
physiology, and coaching. No other text discusses planning and periodization in such detail or
with so many specific, practical examples from a variety of sports. With the fifth edition of
Periodization, you can learn the principles, objectives, and components of a successful longterm training program and how to plan the right program to achieve your performance goals.
Periodization also contains proven strategies for optimal peaking and specifics on training for
better motor ability, working capacity, skill effectiveness, and psychological adaptability. Better
organized and easier to read, the fifth edition of this definitive text presents the latest
refinements to periodization theory: • New research on rest and restoration, specifically
countermeasures used in facilitating recovery plus practical suggestions for implementation •
How the use of sequential training and delayed training effects can produce optimal
performance at major competitions • A comprehensive discussion, grounded in scientific data,
on applying various methods of peaking to ensure optimal performance for competition • New
information on how concepts such as conjugated sequencing and summated microcycle
structures can maximize strength gains and direct training • Expanded information on the
development of sport performance characteristics, including speed training and sport-specific
endurance Chapter summaries will help you review and reference major concepts throughout
the text. Plan and document each training program with ease using the duplication-ready
annual and four-year training plan charts included in the appendix. When it comes to designing
programs for optimal training, Tudor Bompa’s expertise is unmatched. The fifth edition of
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Periodization: Theory and Methodology of Training presents the latest refinements to Bompa’s
periodization theory to help you create training programs that enhance sport skills and ensure
peak performance.
Blending contemporary sports science theory with youth specific coaching practice, this book
offers soccer development strategies that are tailored to the needs of young players.
Manchester United’s Tony Strudwick leads an all-star panel in providing the most current
research on soccer. Soccer Science features the world’s leading experts in soccer history,
biomechanics, physiology, psychology, skill acquisition, coaching, tactical approaches, and
performance and match analysis.
Soccer Italian Style coaches Mirko Mazzantini (AFC Fiorentina) and Simone Bombardieri
(Empoli FC) are both professional academy coaches and in this book provide a new full
season training program for U13-15 year olds. This book includes 48 sessions (245 practices)
with warm ups, conditioning, coordination and agility exercises, technical practices, tactical /
game situations and small sided games. This is the same full season training program that top
Italian Academy coaches use to develop their professional academies in the Serie 'A'. Have
you got the other part of this Book Set? - Includes 200 new practices for U9-12 - Buy now from
all good Football Coaching Specialists
The future of soccer conditioning has arrived. With content ranging from how to properly
develop speed, strength, power, and agility in players at all levels to unique position-specific
training guidelines and detailed return-to-play protocols, Complete Conditioning for Soccer is a
real game changer. Training protocols and progressions, complete with schematics of on-field
conditioning drills, guide conditioning for players from youth to professional levels. Field
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players of every position will increase strength to dribble through traffic. Forwards will pack
more power into shots on goal. Central midfielders will improve quickness and agility to find
open passing lanes and evade opponents. Goalkeepers will develop the explosiveness to
cover the width of the goal to make that save. Emphasizing player movement and conditioning
needs for the long term, you will learn the positional and seasonal demands that directly impact
player development and performance and discover the significant differences between playing
styles, positions, levels of play, and genders. To keep players game-ready, you’ll find detailed
information on avoiding some of the most common soccer injuries as well as step-by-step,
position-specific training protocols for players returning from injury. Written by Ryan Alexander,
the director of sports science for Atlanta United Football Club (MLS), Complete Conditioning
for Soccer takes the process of physical preparation for soccer to a whole new level. CE exam
available! For certified professionals, a companion continuing education exam can be
completed after reading this book. The Complete Conditioning for Soccer Online CE Exam
may be purchased separately or as part of the Complete Conditioning for Soccer With CE
Exam package that includes the book and the exam.
Packed with drills and tips for practice and game days The fun and easy way(r) to kick-start
your soccer coaching skills Volunteering as a youth soccer coach can be a great experience,
both for you and your squad. But what if you've never coached before? Don't worry! This
friendly guide explains soccer rules, shows you how to approach coaching, and gives you
practical pointers on improving your team's soccer skills and encouraging good sportsmanship.
Discover how to Understand soccer rules Develop a coaching philosophy Teach soccer
fundamentals Run great practices Lead your team during a game Communicate effectively
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with parents

When it comes to building successful soccer teams, pre-season is a critical time. It's the
perfect time for the coach to create a team identity, set standards, develop effective
training habits, and reinforce winning behaviors. Get it right and you can set the
foundation required to catapult your team towards an excellent season. Get it wrong,
however, and your season might never recover. This book looks at how pre-season has
changed over the past 10 years, and offers ways for coaches to adapt their work and
methods to deal with these changes accordingly. Pre-season is about much more than
fitness testing, long-distance running, and grueling physical work. "The Modern Soccer
Coach - Pre-Season Training" looks at new, innovative ways to engage players so that
they want to train at the maximum every day, and push towards new limits for the new
season ahead. Aimed at soccer coaches of all levels who work with players of all age
groups, this book focuses on maximizing every minute you have with your team to help
them prepare to set the highest of standards for the season ahead. The book offers a
unique insight into how the best coaches in the world are preparing their teams from
day one. With over 60 training exercises designed specifically to challenge your players
to their maximum physically, technically, tactically, and mentally, this is pre-season
training like you have never seen it before. Design a tactical model that suits your team
specifically Create a winning culture centered around hard work and commitment
Understand common coaching mistakes and how to avoid them Develop training
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exercises designed to meet the demands of the game Learn how to coach players who
do not prepare well Contains more than 60 pre-season training exercises
This text offers soccer trainers over 1000 ideas and methods for the whole training
year. From the preseason period through to the following resting period, the training
sessions ensure systematic and successful training and can be adapted to suit all
teams and managers.
The world’s best soccer players are incredibly fit, fast, lean, and strong. Achieving this
level of athleticism requires a rigorous soccer fitness training program applying the
most effective drills, exercises, and core training methods. In Soccer: Functional
Fitness Training, the authors present numerous drills for this training. Based on the
latest the findings in sports science and on the authors’ long-term coaching
experience, they present an extensive practical guide to help you improve your team’s
performance through core training, soccer specific exercises, and drills. The exercises
can be used for amateurs and professional players, youth and adults alike. Your
players can learn how to score the most exciting and acrobatic goals, how to tackle
without fouling, and how to avoid injuries. The drills in the book create typical match
situations to help your team prepare for the game and stay motivated. Many of the
fitness exercises require no extra equipment and rely only on bodyweight, thus
targeting many different muscles at once. The book is easy to use on the pitch and the
ideal tool to turn youth players into the next Cristiano Ronaldo, Zlatan Ibrahimovic, or
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Bastian Schweinsteiger.
Personal Soccer Training booklet for players wanting to self improve their fitness and
skill levels. 52 week program contains 70 unique personal training activities. Designed
by professional academy soccer coaching staff and contains drills for youth, high
school, college and professional level players. Also includes detailed nutrition plans for
players for training and games.
Soccer Strength and Conditioning Log - This training journal is perfect for any soccer
player who's serious about their training and about achieving success and getting
results. Use it to keep a record of strength training sessions and cardio workouts.
Keeping a record is vital in order to track progress and maintain motivation levels. Each
page has daily tables to record exercises, weights and reps as well as duration, pace,
heart rate zones and calories burned during cardio workouts. This ensures that a
strength and conditioning plan is adhered to and that any changes to the workouts can
be fine tuned and recorded to optimize performance. It is compact enough to be carried
around to aid ease of use. Ideal for a coach, dad, mom, son or anyone that simply loves
soccer. Makes a great Father's day, Mother's day, Christmas or Birthday gift. Click on
the author link to see our other soccer logs and diaries in the series - Training Log, to
record technique and skills worked on, and Nutrition Log, to record dietary intake. Size:
6 x 9 in. 120 Pages Glossy soft cover Printed on white paper
The ultimate training resource for athletes and coaches includes more than 262
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exercises and drills, programming, and exclusive access to online video library.
Assessments provide parameters for individual programs and sport-specific training.
The sport of soccer has evolved immensely since its beginning around 2,000 years ago
and is now considered the most popular sport in the world. The research related to the
physical, psychological, and tactical aspects of the game has risen in conjunction with
its fame. Elite Soccer Players: Maximizing Performance and Safety seeks to inform the
reader with the most current research connected to optimizing physical performance
and reducing the risk of injury of the elite soccer athlete for a variety of ages. After
providing an initial brief overview of applying physical and psychological scientific
concepts in soccer ("Part I: Laying the Foundation”), this book then takes the reader
through a series of important yet novel parts including: “Athlete Monitoring and Data
Analysis,” “Optimizing Physical Performance,” “Injury Epidemiology and Risk
Reduction,” “Achieving Peak Performance and Safety in Various Environmental
Conditions,” and “Unique Aspects of the Game.” The goal of Elite Soccer Players:
Maximizing Performance and Safety is to conceptualize and expand upon the current
research associated with these topics and provide an applicable point of view to the
coaches, sport scientists, strength and conditioning coaches, and sports medicine
professionals who work with these athletes every day.
This book is packed with creative exercises & combinations to improve every aspect of
your attacking game. Over 100 attacking schemes emphasizing overlapping, midfield
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penetration, backs exploiting the weak side, screens to prevent zonal marking & so
much more; Plus a 21 day pre-season training program; 5 strength training circuits; 9
interval training circuits; exercises to develop quickness, speed & reflexes; 27 technical
drills; & a very useful chapter on communication. 200 pages. Excellent.

The most comprehensive and up-to-date soccer-specific training guide in the
world today, this guide contains descriptions and photographs of the most
effective weight training, flexibility, and abdominal exercises used by athletes
worldwide.
Manual-Guide to improving fitness in soccer, in individual workouts. Exercises for
aerobic running, ball drills that improve the technique also and strength-training
exercises, in a full exercise routine. Can be used by footballers, trainers,
coaches.
You've trained hard all off season. Now that the soccer season has begun, how
do you maintain your hard earned results? What good is it for an athlete to be
their strongest, quickest, and most powerful at the beginning of season, only to
see those gains slowly deteriorate as the season progresses? Are you interested
in: * How to maintain or even increase strength during season * How to decrease
risk of injury * How to preserve gains in speed and power * Perform at optimal
levels all season long The answers to these questions and more are now
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available with the In-Season Training For Soccer, the first book dedicated to the
topic of in-season training for soccer. Written by owner of APECS corp., College
Professor, Municipal Police Training Committee Statewide Health and Wellness
Coordinator and PICP Level IV International Strength Coach, Jason Shea M.S.,
the In-Season Training Training for Sport is a 256 page comprehensive guide to
In-Season Training.
Strength Training for SoccerRoutledge
Monitoring Training and Performance in Athletes provides practitioners with the
information needed in order to oversee an athlete monitoring system and to
collect, analyze, and interpret monitoring data so that training programs can be
adjusted to achieve optimal athlete preparation and performance.
Pre-season Soccer Training covers the key elements of pre-season training
including fitness drills, tactics, team understanding, skill development, set pieces,
and transitional play.
Are you tired of your opponents running circles around you? Do you wish you
could score more goals? Whether you want to (1) have better soccer skills, (2)
kick the ball with more force and accuracy, or (3) be a valued member of your
team, this book will teach you everything you need to know. Don't let the other
team embarrass you on the field. Soccer can be one of the most rewarding
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games in the world. It is an extremely fun and exciting game filled with strategy,
intrigue and action. Being good at soccer can be a long road of blood, sweat and
tears, but it is all worth it when you can perform to the best of your abilities and
help your team win! You will be amazed at how far a few basics skills will carry
you once they have been totally mastered. Learn how to build up incredible
soccer skillsby following the easy to follow and detailed instructions in this book.
Keep yourself physically poised to play. Physical conditioning is the foundation
for any sport, but especially for the fast-moving game of soccer. Your physical
fitness level will determine how long you can play at a high level without risking
injury. The better your cardiovascular and muscular strength is, the better your
overall playing ability will be. I wrote this book so that you would have the
nutritional knowledge and the training wisdom to prepare yourself physically and
mentally for the game. In this book you will find the best exercises and training
plans to get and keep yourself at the top of your game, both in season and off
season. Develop your soccer brain. Soccer can be very complicated and difficult
to master, especially as the competition increases. The tougher the competition,
the more important it is to have your head on straight before you hit the field. You
will find in this book a host of strategies you can easily apply to shape your
thinking and build your confidence, strategies that can set you up to play at your
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very best. Because the game relies on physical skill, it is easy to overlook the
mental skills that make it possible to instantaneously assess and adjust your
strategy to meet the split-second needs of the game. Sharpen your mental game
and watch your game play improve. Boost your positional skills. Whatever
position you play, there are essential skills you must have under your belt that
are specific to that position. I have provided targeted exercises and tactical notes
for each position on the field. Focus on those skills and playing tactics, and you
will soon be striking fear into the hearts of your opponents. What will you learn
about soccer? Professional mental strategies to boost your game. How to
improve your striking skills. The best nutrition, supplements and foods for soccer
players. Success strategies for each soccer position. Exercises and drills that will
increase both your skill and strength. You Will Also Discover: How to prepare for
games the right way. How to play soccer intelligently and strategically to
maximize your success potential. How to be an overall better player. How to be a
highly valued team member. Boost your soccer skills and be the star player! Buy
It Now!
What are the best fuel foods for soccer players? What training regimen will best
prepare young soccer players and improve their resistance to injuries? This
comprehensive guide to health and fitness for soccer players offers expert advice
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for soccer teams at all levels. With decades of combined experience treating and
training elite soccer players, exercise physiologist Donald Kirkendall and
orthopedic specialist William E. Garrett Jr. present complex issues in an easy-tounderstand format. The book addresses the physical and mental demands of the
game, including the differences between boys' and girls' games and the
differences in the levels of play in youth, college, and professional leagues;
nutrition fundamentals, including food, drink, and vitamin supplements;
physiology and training methods, with an emphasis on the basic elements of
flexibility, speed, strength, and conditioning; and injury treatment and prevention.
For players looking to step up their game, for parents who want to keep their kids
healthy, and for coaches seeking the advice of the pros, this guide is an
indispensable reference to keep handy on the sidelines.
Take an inside look at the world’s most popular sport. Soccer Anatomy will show you
how to elevate your game by increasing strength, speed, and agility for more accurate
passes and powerful shots. Soccer Anatomy includes 79 exercises, each with step-bystep descriptions and full-color anatomical illustrations highlighting muscles in action.
Soccer Anatomy goes beyond exercises by placing you on the pitch and in the game.
Illustrations of the active muscles involved in kicking, heading, tackling, and diving show
you how each exercise is fundamentally linked to soccer performance. From attacking
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to defending to goalkeeping, Soccer Anatomy will improve every aspect of your game.
You’ll learn how to modify exercises to target specific areas based on your style of
play, personal needs, and goals. And you can prepare for competition by minimizing
injuries using a system developed by FIFA’s medical research program. Combining
authoritative advice, expert instruction, and stunning four-color illustrations, Soccer
Anatomy is truly an inside look at this one-of-a-kind sport. Whether you’re a player,
coach, or fan, if you’re serious about soccer, this is one book you need to own.
Explains the scientific principles underlying thespecific requirements of soccer
conditioning, and thenpresents programs designed to address those needs.Individual
chapters are devoted to each of the keyfitness variables required for top soccer
performance.Contains 250 clear photographs and illustrations.
Greg Gatz provides a comprehensive training approach that builds players' physical
abilities as well as the soccer-specific skills required for dribbling, tackling, passing,
heading, shooting, and goalkeeping.
Strength and power are key elements of soccer performance. A stronger player can
sprint faster, jump higher, change direction more quickly and kick the ball harder.
Strength Training for Soccer introduces the science of strength training for soccer.
Working from a sound evidence-base, it explains how to develop a training routine that
integrates the different components of soccer performance, including strength, speed,
coordination and flexibility, and outlines modern periodization strategies that keep
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players closer to their peak over an extended period. Dealing with themes of injury
prevention, rehabilitation and interventions, as well as performance, the book offers a
uniquely focused guide to the principles of strength and conditioning in a footballing
context. Fully referenced, and full of practical drills, detailed exercise descriptions,
training schedules and year plans, Strength Training for Soccer is essential reading for
all strength and conditioning students and any coach or trainer working in football.
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